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MINUTES FROM THE 6?1h
REGIMENTAL GUARD MEETING
HELD TUESDAY, 21 JANUARY 2014
Ref: Minutes of the 66 th PPCLI Guard Meeting, dated 09 Jul 2013.
Chair:

MGen D.M. Day

Members Present:

Col M.M. Minor
Vice President/Regimental Colonel
Col D.J. Anderson
Member
Col P.S. Dawe (Teleconf)
Member
Col W.H. Fletcher (Teleconf) Member
CWO J.L. Scheid}
Member

Ex-Officio Members: LGen (Ret'd) R.R. Crabbe
BGen (Ret'd) V. Kennedy
LCol N.J.E. Grimshaw
Maj S.G.J. Lerch
CWO R.F. !Gens
Maj H.J.S. Mandaher

Guest:

President of the PPCLI Guard

COR
1oo th Anniversary Advisor
Chairman of the REC
Secretary
RSM 1 PPCLI
1oo th Anniversary Office PD

Note: OPis are denoted in bold type.
1.

The meeting was called to order at 1410hrs by the chair, MGen Day.

2.

Opening Remarks.
a.
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MGen Day: Reiterated the role of the Regimental Guard and its supp01i to
the REC; planning for the 100th anniversary; and to look ahead for what
the guard is trying to achieve in seeking input to develop strategic
guidance. MGen Day will speak with Comd CA regarding supp01i to the
army from a Regimental perspective.

b.

3.

4.

COR: Commented on the work being done for the 100th and commended
those involved.

Review of the Minutes. Points brought to the Guard's attention by the RM:
a.

Para 6(b) - Centennial Book Launch was successful. Noted the defective
DVD and the manner by which it is being replaced.

b.

Para 6(c)-Museum Funding surpluses. The Museum is compliant with
DHH guidelines with its $450k surplus. The funds must remain within the
museum and directed for specific projects based on REC direction.

c.

Para 11- Contact with families of the fallen. RVC has had a number of
replacements since MCpl Robson was post to JPSU. This has impeded
contact with families.
(1)

Col Anderson: suggested the Silver Cross Mother's group as a
mechanism for maintaining contact with the families of the fallen.
RM/RVC.

(2)

MGen Day: questioned on how the funding system for
donors/sponsors are coordinated between the Regiment, the PPCLI
Association and the PPCLI Foundation.

(3)

AO: elaborated on the method tied to the financial management
between the various elements within the Regimental Family. He
described the path of flow between the various groups to the
Anniversary Office and how the list the list of donors is managed
so that none are overlooked.

(4)

Col Anderson: noted that this method should be part of the
corporate plan beyond the 100th anniversary.

(5)

AO: acknowledged the transition from the AO back to RHQ once
the 100th anniversary was completed.

(6)

COR: noted that the current method is working well.

(7)

The minutes were approved as presented by MGen Day.

Regimental Calendar. The RM noted recent changes:
a. 21 Jun 2014- The Centennial art show location in Edmonton is TBC at this
time. Since amended to Enterprise Square at U of A.
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b. 9 Feb 2014- The Imjim Hockey Classic has been cancelled. MGen Day
explained the reason in the cancellation noting the requested financial
co1nmitment of $25-30k for the event.
c. COR: On review of the calendar he wanted to know if the 100th and
Regimental Calendars are tied together and suggested amalgamating the two
into a single calendar. MGen Day agreed. RM/AO
d. BGen Kennedy: Noted the Art show closure date in Calgary on 7 Mar 2014.
Since amended to 15 Apr 2014.
e. MGen Day: The calendar amendments will become a standing agenda point
for the monthly calls. Any changes should be highlighted. RM/AO

f.

RM: Hamilton Military Tattoo - SW Ontario Assn Branch President, Paul
Hale is seeking a PPCLI Gen Offr to attend. MGen Day asked for details
from association. He will try and assist based on current and future
assignments of Patricia Gen Offrs. Guard President

g. RM: 3 Cdn Div and 1 CMBG Change of Comd will require senior PPCLI
representation. MGen Day will coordinate. Guard President
h. RM: 1 PPCLI and 3 PPCLI Change of Comd. 14 Aug ( 1 PPCLI ) - a Rep
may be available (Col Anderson) based on posting dates. Col Anderson
1.

MGen Day: Discussed 2 PPCLI building naming in May of2015 (Stone,
Grimes, Mitchell). Cammy Ware's name will be used on a suitable site in the
future.

J.

CWO Scheidt: 2015, Op Distinction for the anniversaries of the world wars
may impose dates onto the Regimental calendar.

k. MGen Day: Acknowledged and 100 th anniversary dates should be identified
and noted separate column in the calendar. RM/AO
5.

Colonel-in-Chief Calendar. RM reviewed the C-in-C's travel dates for
Regimental Business:
a. 23-24 May-HHC and 1 PPCLI Freedom of the City of Edmonton. The COR
suggested she should get some time with the new mayor. COR/RM
b. COR: Noted that it was the Guard's intent for the C-in-C to visit each Bn at
least once during a CO's tenure. Discussion followed as to which unit she had
not visited.
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c. COR: Noted that combined events with 1 and 3 PPCLI have worked well in
the past. It was only during LCol Wright's tenure in Shilo that the C-in-C was
unable to visit. MGen Day plans to revisit this issue later.
6.

Finances.
a. RM: Presented the Balance sheet of the General Fund.
b. MGen Day sought explanation on the $41k required to run RHQ and was
informed that all Regimental business, not covered by public funds was paid
for under this line item. LCol Grimshaw noted that the long-term investments ·
were doing well. MGen Day looked at the Legacy Fund and noted in the
future the Guard should put this toward the needs of our soldiers and not just
commemorative events. Col Anderson agreed that future events should be
self-funded.
c. RM: Presented the Income statement for Q3. MGen Day inquired about how
the $71.Sk was determined to fund the centenary. Was it enough? The AO
explained the history of the determination of the number. MGen Day wanted
to know if any more funds are to be conunitted. AO explained that only if
fundraising efforts fall short of their targets but, and then the issue would be
presented to the Guard and REC for a decision. It is expected that no crown
money will be available.
d.

MGen Day: What/when would be the decision point? AO: March 2014 is the
latest possible date. He also made the Guard aware of anticipated surpluses in
2yrs time and a decision on those funds will be needed based on CRA
guidelines. By Jan 2015 a decision will be required.

e. MGen Day: wanted to know if a decision is required before March or after the
100th regarding direction. The AO suggested that a decision is not
immediately required but the Guard must be made aware of it. Col Anderson
volunteered to draft a paper for Aug for options for the next 25yrs to generate
discussion. Col Anderson

f.

MGen Day: asked if a meeting is possible during the EC or OC for the
financial strategy discussion. Col Anderson wanted to lmow if the Guard
should constrain the REC on funding. LCol Grimshaw did not see the
requirement for more funds based on current budget. If required, events will
be scaled back to reduce costs. REC has an approved budget and it will work
within this budget. No issues at this time.

g. MGen Day: If an extraordinary demand arises, it should be brought to the
attention of the Guard. The COR conunented that all events are financially
scaleable.
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h. MGen Day: Noted that the OC will be best for a meeting to discuss a plan for
the surplus. The paper prepared in Aug will be sufficient for the Sep meeting
in Sep.
7.

Museum Budget. Slide presented.
a. Discussion on Archivist grant from Great-West Kenworth of Calgary.
Funding for this position should continue from the Regiment based on current
status of the archives. MGen Day, asked if the accounting practices are
transitioning to trimesters based on the NDHQ model.
b. AO: It is the REC's decision to change the accounting practice even though
quarterly reports are the industry standard.

8.

Warehouse Fund.
th

a. Col Anderson asked about the 100 savin~ line in the spreadsheet and
understood the warehouse fund is the 1oot 1 fund. The AO indicated the
revenue will drive the requirement for a strategic plan.
b. MGen Day asked if 1 Fd Amb was getting anything in return from our kit
shop selling items on their behalf. LCol Grimshaw noted our kit shop is a cost
saving measure for 1 Fd Amb. The AO pointed out that a percentage of funds
are kept separate to be used by 1 Fd Amb in line with our charitable objects.
MGen Day asked if this issue has been discussed by the REC.
c. AO: noted that a lot of pers from CFB Edmonton utilize our kit shop in
addition to IFd Amb. The COR cautioned that we don't want to create a
perception of our kit shop becoming a commercial outlet with paid troops
generating NPF funds. We must be careful not to convey this image. It may
come down from NDHQ to cut this practice and that is why the foundation is
so imp01tant to the future of the Regiment. Col Anderson suggested that
current funds in the Regiment may be enough to generate additional funds.
d. MGen Day asked how many PYs are in RHQ. RSM Kiens replied 17. MGen
Day queried ifthere is a contingency for civilian employees and how it could
be managed. Col Anderson noted that RHQ is an 80k budget line in 1 CMBG.
The fund is currently in a good place to look at this option. CWO Scheid!:
RHQ it is a good place to employ injured/recovering soldiers. MGen Day
agreed. Col Fletcher suggested consideration be given to fund civilian
employees.
9.
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l 00 th Statement. No discussion based on review of the numbers. The COR
expects the Regiment to make $35k revenue from the sale of the Centennial Book.

10.

Consolidated 100th Income Statement. No discussion based on review of the
numbers. MGen Day aclmowledged that the Regiment's finances are in good
shape.

11.

Museum and Archives. Discussion on impact of ASU Calgary closure on
manning. MGen Day asked about the impacts to the Museum. LCol Grimshaw:
the positions were MMO to ASU Calgary. Positions to be EC from 2 PPCLI.
There is a regimental-wide initiative to find the right pers and the correct ranks.
Museum manning will be coordinated through REC.

12.

Roll of Honour.
a. The RM cited the 2 official locations where the list of Regiment's fallen are
recorded: the Hall of Honour (HoH) on granite tablets in the Gallery at the
PPCLI Museum; and the Roll of Honour (RoH). The RM identified:
discrepancies between the HoH and RoH; and a shift in inclusion protocols to
the HoH and RoH, which were not compliant with the Regimental Manual.
b. The RM proposed discussion to:
a. clarify the authority and criteria for the addition of names to the HoH
and RoH;
b. gain authority to synchronize the text in the Regimental Manual
between the HoH and RoH; and
c. reconcile discrepancies with the RoH.
c.

The COR wanted to know which had precedence and discussion followed.

d. RM: Issue 1- Since the early 1970s members who have died on ops, though
not 'killed in action' have been included on the HoH and RoH. Additionally,
in recent years, fatalities have been added to the RoH, who were not Patricias,
nor were they attached to a Patricia Battle Group or other Regimental unit.
He proposed amending the text in the Regimental Manual to include
"attachments to the Regiment and who died on operations".
e. Discussion generated from MGen Day regarding the need to distinguish or
include KIA and who died on operations as well as those attached to a Patricia
BG. An inclusive definition is needed.
f.
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The COR raised the issue of suicides of soldiers post deployment. How the
individual died should not be specific. The Guard should be made aware of
the circumstance however, the method or cause of death should be irrelevant.

g. MGen Day: Proposed "Members of the Regiment and attaclunents who die on
or as a direct result of operations." As well, the definition should be the same
for the HoH. The Guard understands that soldiers will continue to die due to
non-physical injuries and actions taken because of them. RM/RAcljt
h. BGen Kennedy suggested the decision for inclusion on the HoH should be
based on a reconunendation from the REC to the Guard for discussion and
final decision.
1.

The RM suggested that the text for inclusion for the RoH and HoH should be
synchronized. Col Minor suggested that this could be accomplished with a ,
single paragraph in the Regimental Manual. MGen Day agreed. The RoH
and HoH will be explained in a specific para in a sub-section of Chap 6 of the
Regimental Manual. Text will included the procedure for adding names to the
RoH and subsequently the HoH: "Additions to the Roll of Honour are to be
confirmed by RHO and approved by the PPCLI Guard. Once approved by the
Guard, the names shall be added to the Hall of Honour." RM/RAdjt.

1.

RM: Issue 2- The RoH has three names included that do not meet the criteria
for inclusion, one of which has been added to the HoH. The RM confirmed
that the soldiers in question were not Patricias nor were they part of or
attached to a Patricia BG. They were co-located with the PPCLI at the time of
their death. It was recommended and MGen Day directed that if the names
are on the granite tablets in the HoH, it will not be changed.

J.

All members of the Guard aclmowledged the sensitive nature of this issue and
were committed to avoiding any undue distress for the families.

k. MGen Day asked about the downside of updating the roll. Is it precedence
and whether the names were added in error, the Regiment must acknowledge
the situation but honour the memory of these soldiers. Col Dawe suggested
that precedence may be set in leaving those names on the RoH. LCol
Grimshaw didn't believe that removing their names would dishonour the men
in question.

1. MGen Day proposed updating the RoH, and not to include the two names.
Col Anderson mentioned only single influence for LER soldier is that he is on
the granite and his family is aware of it. MGen Day commented that family
sensitivity must be honoured. Col Minor wondered ifthere any harm in
leaving the names on the roll. Discussion followed .
111.
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CWO IGens suggested the Regiment keeps one copy of the current roll in the
archives, and not include the two names in question in the updated version.
Col Anderson agreed. MGen Day directed: not to include the two names in
question on an updated RoH; and to keep the member whose name is in the

HoH on the RoH. One copy of the current roll, with the three additional
names will be held in the archive. Motion Passed. RM/RAdjt/RWO
13.

Long Term Issues.
a. Finances will to be discussed when time permits.
b. WWI Commemorations are on the horizon and the Regimen.t should anticipate
potential tasks. MGen Day asked if the Regiment is interested in
commemorating upcoming WWI events. CWO Scheid} noted Op Distinction
should provide clarity.
c. Lady Patricia's Funeral Arrangements are being followed by the COR. Her
wishes are a quiet family funeral service in Kent to include PPCLI
paiiicipation. A memorial service will be held in London with Regimental
soldiers. Words will be spoken of her time as C-in-C. Her son, Tim is
handling the arrangements but Lady Patricia is still in good health for her age.
COR noted we need to be responsive on this matter. She will not participate
in the 100th celebrations. She will take part in the UK week celebrations in
Kent.
d. Madame Clarkson's Funeral Arrangements will be a state funeral based on her
former position of Governor General. No plans for specific Regimental
participation have been made. MGen Day wanted to know at what stage at
what point the Regiment needs to look for her replacement.

14.
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Guidance.

15.

Closing Remarks.

Prepared by:

S.G.J. Lerch
Maj
Secretary
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